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As time went by, all I could hear in the office was the sound of moussili flipping
through the documents and the rustle of strokes on the paper.

\"Water \"Bai nianxi, who was sleeping in bed, suddenly murmured.

Kangmobei, who has been sitting on one side, can't help but stand up and offer Bai
nianxi a cup of warm water. However, he hesitates when he comes to the bed of Bai
nianxi.

Behind him, Musi Li also got up and followed him. His eyes fell on the water in
conmber's hand. He didn't speak.

\"Water \"Bai nianxi on the bed murmured again.

It seems that after some ideological struggle, conmobei finally turns over and hands
the water to musi Li.

Moussili reached out to pick up, but the glass of water was still tightly held in his hand,
as if to let go, but did not let go.

In this way, mousse left the standoff with commobei for a few seconds. After a few
seconds, he reminded: "Mr. Kang, you and she are over. \"

if you don't want to face reality, let him tell him what reality is.

\"Your future wife is Rushuang, and there is only Rushuang. There is only one woman
you should take good care of and care about. \"

" and her future has nothing to do with you. It has nothing to do with which man she is
with or who she falls in love with. \"

at the end of musili's words, conmobei's hand clenched the water cup was finally
slowly released, and his heart echoed that sentence - it's OK.
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After all, he has enough responsibility to overwhelm all sensibilities, which can not be
shirked or evaded.

He and Bai nianxi have nothing to do with each other in the future.

In the dark and deep eyes, it seems that the wind and cloud are changing, but in a few
moments, it seems that the vicissitudes have passed.

\"Take care of her. \"With that, Kang Mobei turned and walked out of the office. Mu
Sili took the water and his eyes were dark.

If he had not come up with Bai nianxi in his arms, only the people in the Secretariat of
the president's office would have seen him. Now the news of Bai nianxi coming to his
company should have spread. If Mu Rushuang knew that Kang Mobei had come to
him and that they had been together for such a long time, he was afraid that his mood
would be out of control again.

For the sake of admiration, he can only drive away kangmobei from Bai nianxi.

Mu house.

\"Cousin, is it really her? She's just in vain? \"It seems that Yu Feixue can hardly
accept this fact for a moment.

\"Well. \"Mu Rushuang was in a wheelchair, and her face was very serious.

Perhaps to comfort Mu Rushan, Yu Feixue said: "but in my opinion, there should be
no feelings between Bai nianxi and kangmobei, right? Today in the company, I think
their performance is quite normal. \"

normal? Mu Rushuang's eyes moved.

Between them, others may seem to feel normal, but those who cut constantly are
inextricably linked, only mu Rushun can see clearly.

She is not afraid that conmber doesn't love her. It's enough for her to love him if she
has a chance of wishful thinking. But she is afraid that as soon as Bai nianxi comes
back, she will take conmber away from her.

She's lost a leg. She can't lose conmbe anymore.

\"Cousin, don't think about it any more. It's impossible for them before. Besides,
you've been engaged to your cousin. It's something everyone in a city knows. In a few
months, it's your wedding. You think too much about it. It's bad for your health. \"



mu Rushuang's eyes were fixed." do you know that they still have a child? \"

Yu Feixue has heard about the children in kangmobei, but it's also a bit difficult."
doesn't it mean that the children follow Bai nianxi? \"

" but that is also the child of kangmobei, the child of Kang family. \"

What if Lolo follows Bai nianxi? There is a child between them, which is their
constant connection.

Although the Kang family now says to let Luo Luo follow Bai nianxi, it's also in the
face of the Mu family. Mu Liancheng doesn't want her daughter to suffer any injustice,
so she said it before she got engaged.

Except for the children born after mu Rushun, all the other children have nothing to do
with the Kang family.

This is the result of Mu Liancheng's status as a member of the Mu family and mu
Rushun's pressure on kangmobei for saving his life. Otherwise, the Kang family would
never have agreed.

If Luo Luo follows Bai nianxi, it's OK. But if he wants to return to Kang's home one
day, will Kang Mobei not accept it? unable. Maybe in his eyes, only Lolo can be
regarded as his child.

Yu Feixue didn't speak. She could feel the worry in Mu Rushan's heart. In any case,
she is firmly on the side of murushun.

\"By the way, you said that the nominal president of your company is Shen youyou?
\"Mu Rushuang suddenly remembered what Yu Feixue had said before.

Yu Feixue nodded, \ "at that time, I was also surprised that the name of the personnel
department was' Shen youyou ', but everyone just called her Mr. Bai, but I didn't think
too much. I didn't expect that she was Bai nianxi. \"Thinking of what Bai nianxi has
done these days, he is so angry that he says, "no wonder he's always targeting me. It's
clearly revenge for himself! \"

mu Rushuang ignores Yu Feixue's complaint, just thinking about one thing, Bai nianxi,
why do you want to hang the name of 'Shen youyou'? When she returned home this
time, what happened behind her ability to be the president of Qianqiu?

Since Yu Feixue knows Bai nianxi's true identity, she can't wait to find Bai nianxi.



But after Bai nianxi got drunk, he had a headache for two days, and he was always in a
daze. During these two days, Bai nianxi didn't come to work.

Yu Feixue has a stomach of gas to send out to Bai nianxi, but he's waiting to let out,
and he doesn't see Bai nianxi.

After Bai nianxi returned home, Gao Yu returned to Liu Yiwei, and Shen Hedan
borrowed Gao Yu from Liu Yiwei on the ground of Luo Luo's follow-up treatment.

Shen He delay arranged the flight, Gao Yu to a city, just two days later, Bai nianxi
completely recovered from drunkenness.

Gao Yu listens to Shen Hedan's good instructions, and first checks Bai nianxi's hand
for the previous wound. The wound is deep and stitched. Originally, the recovery is
good, but yesterday when he was in the bar, the wound cracked again.

After giving Bai nianxi medicine and bandage again, Gao Yu checks Luo Luo's eyes
again.

In order to avoid light and infection, Lolo's eyes had been bandaged. Now they are in
good condition. In another week, there will be no bandage.

Bai nianxi let go and decided to take Luoluo to see the school.

Luo Luo is also at the age of school, and his children's education must not be lax. In
the past, Luo Luo was sent to different teachers by Kang Mobei every day when he
was at Kang's home. Later, he went to Gobi, and Shen Hedan hired a special teacher
for Luo Luo.
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